PT20  Domestic Patent Preparation Code Set

Provisional, non-provisional, and design application preparation, plant and validation patent and continuing application preparation for domestic patents.

PT20.10  Provisional Application Preparation - Domestic
Completing a provisional patent application that is to be filed in the ("domestic") home country or region of the applicant, including review of invention disclosure materials and prior art, interviews with the inventors, drafting and revision of application, preparation and execution of formal documentation (such as assignments, transmittals, and biological deposits), filing of application, and reporting to the client.

PT20.15  Non-Provisional Application Preparation - Domestic
Completing a non-provisional utility or utility model (but not design or provisional) patent application that are to be filed in the ("domestic") home country or region of the applicant, including review of invention disclosure materials and prior art, interviews with the inventors, drafting and revision of application, preparation and execution of formal documents (such as assignments, declarations, information disclosure statements, transmittals, and biological deposits) filing of application, and reporting to the client. Includes preparation of PCT, European and other regional applications when filed in the home country of the applicant.

PT20.20  Design Application Preparation - Domestic
Completing a design patent (but not utility or utility model) application or design registration application that are to be filed in the ("domestic") home country or region of the applicant, including review of invention disclosure materials and prior art, interviews with the inventors, drafting and revision of application, preparation and execution of formal documents (such as assignments, declarations, information disclosure statements, and transmittals) filing of application, and reporting to the client.

PT20.25  Plant Patent Preparation - Domestic
Completing plant patent applications that are to be filed in the ("domestic") home country or region of the applicant, including review of invention disclosure materials and prior art, interviews with the inventors, drafting and revision of application, preparation and execution of formal documents (such as assignments, declarations, information disclosure statements and transmittals, and biological deposits) filing of application, and reporting to the client.
PT20.30  Continuing Application Preparation - Domestic
Completing a continuing patent application (claiming priority to an earlier-filed, parent application in the same country, without adding any new disclosure) that are to be filed in the ("domestic") home country or region of the applicant, including review of parent application, drafting and execution of any formal documents (such as transmittals and information disclosure statements), filing of application, and reporting to the client.

PT20.35  Validation Patent Application
Preparing and filing applications for validation of an issued regional patent in the ("domestic") home country of the applicant.

PT20.40  Other Patent Application Preparation - Domestic
Patent application preparation for applications that are to be filed in the ("domestic") home country or region of the applicant, and that cannot be included under another category.